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Throughout our Nation’s history, brave Americans have donned our country’s uniform to defend our freedom and uphold our values, often far from
home and in the face of grave danger. From the battles of the Revolutionary
War through the epic struggles of World Wars I and II to today’s peacekeeping missions in a world with sophisticated weapons and terrorist
threats, the men and women of our Armed Forces have served with skill
and courage. While the challenges they face have changed with each passing year, their devotion to duty and to country has remained steadfast.
For more than a million Americans, that devotion cost them their lives but
secured for us priceless freedom, peace, and security. While we should remember these patriots every day for the profound contribution they have
made to our Nation, we should honor them with special gratitude on Memorial Day.
This year, to reaffirm the true meaning of Memorial Day, we begin a new
tradition by observing a ‘‘National Moment of Remembrance.’’ I ask all
Americans to unite on Memorial Day in acknowledging the service of
America’s fallen heroes. Let us reflect on the profound debt we owe to
those brave men and women who gave their lives for our Nation, and let
us teach current and future generations that our freedom, peace, and prosperity were achieved only through the sacrifice of those who came before
them.
In recognition of those courageous Americans, the Congress, by joint resolution approved on May 11, 1950 (64 Stat. 158), has requested the President to issue a proclamation calling upon the people of the United States
to observe each Memorial Day as a day of prayer for permanent peace and
designating a period on that day when the American people might unite
in prayer. In support of the new tradition of a National Moment of Remembrance, the Congress has passed H.Con.Res. 302 calling on the people of
the United States to observe a National Moment of Remembrance on Memorial Day.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, WILLIAM J. CLINTON, President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim Memorial Day, May 29, 2000, as a
day of prayer for permanent peace, and I designate 3:00 p.m. local time on
that day as the time to join in prayer and to observe the National Moment
of Remembrance. I urge the press, radio, television, and all other media to
participate in this observance.
I also request the Governors of the United States and the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, and the appropriate officials of all units of government, to
direct that the flag be flown at half-staff until noon on this Memorial Day
on all buildings, grounds, and naval vessels throughout the United States
and in all areas under its jurisdiction and control, and I request the people
of the United States to display the flag at half-staff from their homes for
the customary forenoon period.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this twenty-sixth
day of May, in the year of our Lord two thousand, and of the Independence
of the United States of America the two hundred and twenty-fourth.
WILLIAM J. CLINTON
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Title 3—The President

Proclamation 7316 of June 2, 2000

Gay and Lesbian Pride Month, 2000
By the President of the United States of America
A Proclamation
Gay and lesbian Americans have made important and lasting contributions
to our Nation in every field of endeavor. Too often, however, gays and lesbians face prejudice and discrimination; too many have had to hide or
deny their sexual orientation in order to keep their jobs or to live safely
in their communities.
In recent years, we have made some progress righting these wrongs. Since
the Stonewall uprising in New York City more than 30 years ago, the gay
and lesbian rights movement has united gays and lesbians, their families
and friends, and all those committed to justice and equality in a crusade
to outlaw discriminatory laws and practices and to protect gays and lesbians from prejudice and persecution.
I am proud of the part that my Administration has played to achieve these
goals. Today, more openly gay and lesbian individuals serve in senior posts
throughout the Federal Government than during any other Administration.
To build on our progress, in 1998 I issued an Executive Order to prohibit
discrimination in the Federal civilian workforce based on sexual orientation, and my Administration continues to fight for the Employment NonDiscrimination Act, which would outlaw discrimination in the workplace
based on sexual orientation.
Yet many challenges still lie before us. As we have learned from recent
tragedies, prejudice against gays and lesbians can still erupt into acts of hatred and violence. I continue to call upon the Congress to pass meaningful
hate crimes legislation to strengthen the Department of Justice’s ability to
prosecute hate crimes committed due to the victim’s sexual orientation.
With each passing year the American people become more receptive to diversity and more open to those who are different from themselves. Our Nation is at last realizing that gays and lesbians must no longer be ‘‘strangers
among friends,’’ as the civil rights pioneer David Mixner once noted. Rather, we must finally recognize these Americans for what they are: our colleagues and neighbors, daughters and sons, sisters and brothers, friends and
partners.
This June, recognizing the joys and sorrows that the gay and lesbian movement has witnessed and the work that remains to be done, we observe Gay
and Lesbian Pride Month and celebrate the progress we have made in creating a society more inclusive and accepting of gays and lesbians. I hope
that in this new millennium we will continue to break down the walls of
fear and prejudice and work to build a bridge to understanding and tolerance, until gays and lesbians are afforded the same rights and responsibilities as all Americans.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, WILLIAM J. CLINTON, President of the United
States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, do hereby proclaim June 2000 as Gay
and Lesbian Pride Month. I encourage all Americans to observe this month
with appropriate programs, ceremonies, and activities that celebrate our di-
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versity and recognize the gay and lesbian Americans whose many and varied contributions have enriched our national life.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this second day of
June, in the year of our Lord two thousand, and of the Independence of
the United States of America the two hundred and twenty-fourth.
WILLIAM J. CLINTON

Proclamation 7317 of June 9, 2000

Establishment of the Canyons of the Ancients National
Monument
By the President of the United States of America
A Proclamation
Containing the highest known density of archaeological sites in the Nation,
the Canyons of the Ancients National Monument holds evidence of cultures and traditions spanning thousands of years. This area, with its intertwined natural and cultural resources, is a rugged landscape, a quality that
greatly contributes to the protection of its scientific and historic objects.
The monument offers an unparalleled opportunity to observe, study, and
experience how cultures lived and adapted over time in the American
Southwest.
The complex landscape and remarkable cultural resources of the Canyons
of the Ancients National Monument have been a focal point for archaeological interest for over 125 years. Archaeological and historic objects
such as cliff dwellings, villages, great kivas, shrines, sacred springs, agricultural fields, check dams, reservoirs, rock art sites, and sweat lodges are
spread across the landscape. More than five thousand of these
archaeologically important sites have been recorded, and thousands more
await documentation and study. The Mockingbird Mesa area has over forty
sites per square mile, and several canyons in that area hold more than three
hundred sites per square mile.
People have lived and labored to survive among these canyons and mesas
for thousands of years, from the earliest known hunters crossing the area
10,000 years ago or more, through Ancestral Puebloan farmers, to the Ute,
Navajo, and European settlers whose descendants still call this area home.
There is scattered evidence that Paleo-Indians used the region on a sporadic basis for hunting and gathering until around 7500 B.C. During the Archaic period, generally covering the next six thousand years, occupation of
the Four Corners area was dominated by hunters and gatherers.
By about 1500 B.C., the more sedentary Basketmakers spread over the landscape. As Ancestral Northern Puebloan people occupied the area around
750 A.D., farming began to blossom, and continued through about 1300
A.D., as the area became part of a much larger prehistoric cultural region
that included Mesa Verde to the southeast. Year-round villages were established, originally consisting of pit house dwellings, and later evolving to
well-recognized cliff-dwellings. Many archaeologists now believe that
throughout this time span, the Ancestral Northern Puebloan people periodi-
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